
Our fixed and mobile 
services helping you get 
more done every day.

Your local garage 
shifting up a gear

Omakau Auto Centre



What Tony did differently
A few small changes to his business communication got Tony on track and ready for opportunity:

Everyone on the right track 
By combining his team’s fixed and mobile service into one plan, Tony was able to easily connect all three locations  
and synchronise their online calendars so there was no more miscommunication, overlaps or missed opportunities.

Leave pen and paper in the dust 
Communication was made faster and simpler when Tony introduced tablets in each workshop, and provided  
all staff with their own phone.

A faster road to payment 
Tony introduced mobile payment so when he does roadside assist he can take payment then and there,  
rather than having to ask customers to come back to the workshop.

Back in the driver’s seat  
With his paperwork back under control and his team better organised, Tony is much more relaxed and in control. 
His weekends are now free so he can put his feet up, or spend more time working on his beloved race car.

This is the whole story
Tony Herbert worked hard to grow his business, 
Omakau Auto Centre, from one location to three – 
but his success wasn’t without new challenges.

With more work came more paperwork – a lot more 
paperwork. An inefficient ordering and tracking system 
meant that Tony and his team were snowed under with 
admin, and this wasn’t helped by poor communication 
and co-ordination between the three workshops.

But with the right digital technology, and a bit of help 
from Vodafone, Tony was able to drive efficiency and  
get his business moving in the right direction.

How we helped Omakau Auto Centre get ready for the future
•  By introducing Red Share for Business the whole team can now share one pool of data and minutes  

on their mobiles. This enables them to introduce an online ordering system that makes far more efficient  
use of their time. Rather than chasing individual parts, orders are combined into one and placed each day  
using an online system, so they can easily be tracked.

•  Everyone’s time is managed more efficiently thanks to Vodafone Office Net Unlimited. With fixed and mobile 
service combined into one plan, all three separate locations to be easily connected, and online calendars  
can be synchronised so no opportunity is missed.

•  Vodafone Secure Device Manager enables the team to track the location of their vehicles and wipe company 
and customer data if their device is lost or stolen.

•  Customer service has been improved with the addition of Vodafone MultiTXT, which let team members  
send out TXT messages from their computer to alert customers that their vehicles were ready for pick up.

To find out how Vodafone can help you get ready for the future,  
contact your Account Manager or call 0508 249 777.
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